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Diversity 

'Disappointing' result: Rather than meeting the 30% board diversity target (as hoped), gender diversity 
on the boards of Australia's largest companies has gone backwards since the start of the year according 
the latest AICD statistics 

The Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD) has released the latest gender diversity statistics of 

Australia’s ASX 200 companies.   

Some Key Points

 Female directors account for 29.5% of all 

ASX200 board positions as at 31 March 2019 

 The year to date appointment rate of women is 

23% 

 There are four companies in the ASX 200 with 

zero women on their boards 

 50 ASX 200 companies have only one female 

board member  

Observing that the 30% female board representation target has not been met, and that the overall percentage 

of women has decreased since the start of the year, AICD Managing Director and CEO Angus Armour, said 

the results are 'disappointing'.  'Diverse boards help prevent group-think, leading to better outcomes for 

shareholders, consumers, employees and the community. They promote greater innovation and improved 

bottom lines' Mr Armour said. 

Mr Armour called on boards to take action to address the issue, directors he said should 'look around their 

boardroom and ask if there is sufficient diversity of skills, experience and gender to effectively meet the 

demands of a challenging governance landscape.'   

Diversity is an issue that requires ongoing board attention: The Australian quotes Australian Shareholders 

Association (ASA) CEO Judith Fox as attributing the results to 'the same old issues'.  Ms Fox reportedly said: 

'It would be to do with board renewal and who comes to the attention of the board, whether their target pool is 

broad enough or whether its target pool of candidates is fairly narrow'.  Ms Fox also reportedly said the issue 

requires ongoing board attention, 'One of the ideas that does concern us is this idea of "we've done that, it's 

over and done with, move on" … for us it's an ongoing matter requiring broad attention'. 

 [Sources: AICD media release 23/04/2019; Accountants Daily 23/04/2019; [registration required] The Australian 24/04/2019] 

United Kingdom | The last listed company in the FTSE 250 with an all-male board, Daejan holdings, has 
reportedly resisted pressure to change  

Daejan Holdings, a FTSE 250 property group, is reportedly the only remaining business among Britain’s 350 

largest listed companies with an all-male board.  The company has reportedly refused to take steps to alter 

this, despite pressure from the UK government's Hampton Alexander review body (which is aiming to achieve 

33% female board representation in the FTSE 350 by 2020).  Reportedly the Daejan board has said that it is 

not inclined to appoint a female director 'just for the sake of it' and that the Orthodox Jewish beliefs of its 

founding family, should also be considered in this context.    

[Sources: DailyMail UK 28/04/2019; [registration required] The Times 29/04/2019] 

In Brief | Nikkei Asian Review reports that large Japanese companies will work to increase the number 
of female executives to 30% from single digits by the end of 2030, as the government seeks to promote 
women in the workforce 

[Source: [registration required] Nikkei Asian Review 24/04/2019] 

Remuneration 

Engaging a pay consultant leads to larger pay packets for executives?  (As yet unpublished) 
UTS/Auckland University of Technology research has found ASX listed companies that used 

https://aicd.companydirectors.com.au/media/media-releases/gender-progress-on-asx-200-boards-stalls
https://www.accountantsdaily.com.au/business/12931-board-diversity-progress-slows?utm_source=Accountants%20Daily&utm_campaign=23_04_19&utm_medium=email&utm_content=4
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I7915ad9065c411e990ba9d5bd2e87ad5/View/Basic.html?sp=au-wln-minter&hash=4861b06d5f7c6c06e8a712fb6f90d9fcd24943234ed724fd9530c69755ba99ab&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Alert%2Fv1%2FlistNavigation%2FWestClipNext%2Fi0a361a820000016a4c376f58da5f1173%3FtransitionType%3DAlertsClip%26originationContext%3DSearch%2520Result%26sp%3Dau-wln-minter%26contextData%3D%2528sc.AlertsClip%2529%26rank%3D11%26alertGuid%3Di0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&listSource=Alert&list=WestClipNext&rank=11&originationContext=Search%20Result&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0&alertGuid=i0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&__lrTS=20190423220321587&bhcp=1
https://ftsewomenleaders.com/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6968019/We-wont-let-diversity-tsars-bully-insist-big-British-company-no-women-board.html
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/property-group-won-t-appoint-women-just-for-the-sake-of-it-239lbr06n
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Business-trends/Japanese-companies-set-goal-of-30-female-executives-by-2030?utm_campaign=RN%20Free%20newsletter&utm_medium=JP%20update%20newsletter%20free&utm_source=NAR%20Newsletter&utm_content=article%20link
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compensation consultants paid their CEO more than those that did not across salary, bonus and equity 
components 

The University of Technology has issued a media release announcing that into use of compensation 

consultants by Australian companies has found that: 

 around 30% of companies examined used a compensation consultant to provide a formal recommendation 

on CEO remuneration   

 the top 500 ASX listed companies that used a pay consultant paid their CEOs more than those that did 

not 

 it is unclear (without further research) whether higher pay associated with consultant use is due to 

consultants’ recommendations or because a company hires a consultant to legitimise higher pay 

 the more a consultant is paid, the more the CEO is paid, which is consistent with research from the US 

and UK that also shows CEOs are paid more when consultants are involved 

 where a company that did not previously use a compensation consultant decided to engage one, the 

researchers found that the CEO subsequently received a larger increase in their pay package 

 companies that retained a compensation consultant for more than a single year had even higher CEO pay 

than those who first engage a consultant 

The study took into account the size of the company, profitability, risk, debt levels and corporate and 

governance structures. Even after controlling for all these factors the researchers still observed higher pay on 

average with consultant use.    

Lead researcher Dr Nelson Ma from UTS Business School said that 'There has been a lot of controversy 

around CEO pay, and anger over multimillion-dollar remuneration packages, particularly in light of findings 

from the banking royal commission' and added that shareholders want assurance that pay is awarded based 

on value creation, the achievement of targets and increasing returns.   

 'The more we know about CEO pay, the better decisions shareholders and regulators can make' Mr Ma said. 

About the research: The details of the research will be published in the upcoming edition of the Australian 

Journal of Management.  The research was conducted jointly by the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) 

and Auckland University of Technology, 

[Sources: UTS media release 23/04/2019; The SMH 23/04/2019] 

Federal Labor has outlined a number of measures to address the gender pay gap including the 
introduction of pay gap reporting for large companies   

The Federal Labor Party has issued a statement outlining its plans (if elected) to address the gender pay gap. 

Proposed actions include (among others): 

 introducing a new requirement for large 

companies with more than 1,000 employees to 

publicly report their gender pay gaps  

 banning pay secrecy clauses and giving 

employees the right to disclose (or not disclose) 

their pay 

 setting up an expert Pay Equity Panel led by a 

new Presidential member and supported by a 

specialist Pay Equity Unit  

 requiring companies bidding for government 

contracts to explain the difference between 

average rates of pay for men and women and 

how any gap is being closed 

 requiring all Australian government 

departments and agencies to conduct gender 

pay audits within the first year of being elected 

to government 

 [Sources: [registration required] The AFR 26/04/2019; Federal Labor Party media release: Labor's Plan to help close the Gender Pay Gap]  

https://www.uts.edu.au/about/uts-business-school/news/compensation-consultant-use-linked-higher-ceo-pay
https://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/companies-that-ask-for-help-with-exec-pay-end-up-with-wealthier-ceos-20190423-p51gkl.html?promote_channel=edmail&mbnr=MjAwMzcwNDI&eid=email:nnn-13omn660-ret_newsl-membereng:nnn-04%2F11%2F2013-business_news_am-dom-business-nnn-smh-u&campaign_code=13IBU022&et_bid=29175552&list_name=2031_smh_busnews_am&instance=2019-04-23--20-30--UTC
https://www.afr.com/news/politics/national/labor-to-reveal-corporate-gender-pay-gaps-20190426-p51hkf
https://www.alp.org.au/policies/labors-plan-to-help-close-the-gender-pay-gap/
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United States | ISS Remuneration trends report has found CEO pay has continued to increase across 
all market segments and industries  

Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) has released the findings of its analysis of executive compensation 

trends in the US based on executive pay disclosures received to date.   

Some Key Findings  

 Pay disclosures suggest that CEO pay has continued to increase across all market segments and 

industries 

 CEO pay appears to be increasing at a faster rate than worker's pay: According to ISS, CEO pay has 

increased at a relatively fast pace over the past 10 years.  For example, S&P 500 CEOs median pay has 

increased 50% since 2009 to $12.2 million.  By comparison, median worker earnings increased 

approximately 20% over the same period.   

 Increases in CEO compensation are primarily driven, according to ISS,  by greater portions of pay 

paid in stock: ISS found that stock-based compensation has increased, while other pay components 

remain relatively stable.  In 2018 the average stock grant to S&P 500 CEOs was $7.2 million, compared 

to $3 million in pay fiscal year 2009.  

 Increasingly performance based: Equity-based compensation has become increasingly performance-

based in the past decade according to ISS.  As a percentage of total equity compensation, performance-

based equity almost doubled between 2009 and 2018.  Cash performance-based compensation has 

remained relatively unchanged.  Overall, cash and equity performance-based compensation now make up 

approximately 58% of total pay, compared to 34% in 2019.  ISS observes that the increase in performance-

based pay has continued, despite concerns that recent tax reform (which removed tax deductions on 

performance-based pay previously allowed under provisions of Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue 

Code) would result in companies increasing the non-performance portion of executive payouts.  

 Performance metrics: Long-term incentive plans were observed to use a wide variety of performance 

metrics at different weights, with Total Shareholder Returns (TSR), earnings, and returns being the most 

popular performance measure categories. For short-term incentives, companies tend to use earnings, 

revenue, and 'other' company-specific criteria.   

 No change in pay ratios? The 2010 Dodd-Frank Act mandated disclosures of CEO compensation relative 

to the pay of the median employee. The rule was adopted in 2015 and was implemented in last year’s 

proxy disclosure filings for the first time. Companies maintain a level of discretion on the definition of 

median employee.  According to ISS, though there are some fluctuations in the definition of median 

employee disclosures, on aggregate the data indicates no changes in CEO pay ratios compared to last 

year and  median employee compensation levels remain similar to last year. 

[Note: The introduction of a requirement for companies to disclose the ratio of their CEO pay to that of their 

Australian workers' median 25th and 75th percentile pay is among the reforms recently proposed by the 

Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (ASCI) as a way of enhancing corporate accountability.  The 

Australian Federal Labor Party has also indicated that if elected, it plans to implement a CEO pay ratio 

disclosure requirement.  ASCI's proposed reforms, and Labor's response are covered in separate posts in this 

issue of Governance News.] 

[Source: Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance and Financial Regulation 16/04/2019] 

The case for retaining (and strengthening) the 'two strikes' rule: Allan Fels has reportedly said the 
existing rule is working as intended and has made boards more accountable to shareholders   

The Age reports that Allan Fels has cautioned against revising or abolishing the 'two strikes' rule on the basis 

that 'it is clearly having the desired effect'.   Mr Fels reportedly argued that the rule has:  

 produced some restraint around pay and increased engagement between investors and boards  

 not meant boards are overly 'preoccupied with pay' (at the expense of other issues).  Rather, he argues 

the fact that boards are spending more time on remuneration is a measure of the scheme's success.   

https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2019/04/16/2019-u-s-executive-compensation-trends/
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 it is not being 'misused' or co-opted by investors to push broader agendas.  'It is simply making boards 

more accountable to shareholders than they otherwise would be and allows shareholders to voice their 

anger about other aspects of board performance' Mr Fels reportedly said.    

Reportedly Australian Council of Superannuation Investors CEO Louise Davidson is of a similar view.   

No plans to revise the existing rule?  The Age reports that neither the Morrison government, nor the Federal 

Opposition have any plans to amend the existing two strikes rule.   

 Reportedly, a Labor spokesman said the Federal Labor party has no plans to alter the rule but, if elected, 

will require all ASX listed companies with more than 250 employees to report how much their CEO earned 

compared with an average employee. 

 A spokesperson for the Morrison government has reportedly said that the government is 'closely' watching 

the operation of the rule as it does all governance arrangements for companies.    

[Source: [registration required] The Age 23/04/2019] 

Institutional Shareholders and Stewardship 

Australian Superannuation fund, HESTA is reportedly part of a global coalition to pressure social media 
companies to take steps to prevent the uploading and spread of harmful content in the wake of the NZ 
Christchurch terrorist attacks 

The AFR reports that a global coalition of 44 investors are targeting Facebook, YouTube (owned by Google) 

and Twitter to come up with technical solutions to prevent the uploading and spread of harmful content in the 

wake of the NZ Christchurch terrorist attacks.  The coalition reportedly includes Australian superannuation 

fund HESTA, the Church of England Pensions Board, West Yorkshire Pensions Fund and the Swedish national 

pensions fund API-4 (among others).   

HESTA CEO Debby Blakey is quoted as stating that taking action on the issue is a question of safeguarding 

long term value.  Ms Blakey also reportedly said there is a consensus in the community for these issues to be 

dealt with and that as an investor HESTA has a responsibility to call for change.  'We are at the table as a 

long-term investor ... By remaining invested we retain a seat at the table. We would rather engage on the issue 

of community expectations and make sure that the high standards of safety are met rather than divest and 

walk away. 

The AFR comments that any investor-led campaign involving Facebook comes up against an immediate 

challenge given founder Mark Zuckerberg controls approximately 60% of the company's voting stock.  However 

Ms Blakey has reportedly said that though HESTA has no plans to divest stock, the weight of money behind 

the coalition and the weight of community opinion should have an impact.  'The community backlash, if they're 

[the social media platforms] not prepared to engage with such a large number of the institutional owners, that 

would be very significant,' she reportedly said. 

 [Source: [registration required] The AFR 23/04/2019] 

No plans to change strategy in response to the 'noisiest' shareholders? BHP CEO Andrew Mackenzie 
has reportedly said that despite pressure from superannuation funds, BHP has no immediate plans to 
change its climate strategy 

The Australian reports that BHP CEO Andrew Mackenzie has said that BHP has no immediate plans to change 

strategy on climate risk, despite calls from 'noisy' superannuation funds.   

Speaking at a retailer shareholder briefing, Mr Mackenzie reportedly said BHP's management and board 

considered the views of superannuation funds and activist investors looking for BHP to divest from fossil fuels 

from an 'appropriate perspective' but considered that these views need to be balanced against those of other 

shareholders.  'It's the job of myself and the team and the board to balance all of these claims, because a lot 

of people have a stake in us, to come up with what I think is the best possible outcome — led by our desire to 

create long-term shareholder value in line with our purpose in society…we can't just listen to the noisiest 

shareholder — we have to do the right thing for all shareholders and also, I think, for shareholders yet to come, 

which forces us to take a longer-term view' he is quoted as stating. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Idee9b500650911e997d5e83da8ef3aec/View/Basic.html?sp=au-wln-minter&hash=7f4425d98a9c4c4a9f5fa09ff93e83036b0049f3a72e9fcc265972be33e695b2&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Alert%2Fv1%2FlistNavigation%2FWestClipNext%2Fi0a36a2a50000016a47134f4276b3fb22%3FtransitionType%3DAlertsClip%26originationContext%3DSearch%2520Result%26sp%3Dau-wln-minter%26contextData%3D%2528sc.AlertsClip%2529%26rank%3D1%26alertGuid%3Di0a368f0a000001600a19fb5c3ede1e1c&listSource=Alert&list=WestClipNext&rank=1&originationContext=Search%20Result&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0&alertGuid=i0a368f0a000001600a19fb5c3ede1e1c&__lrTS=20190422221116230&bhcp=1
https://www.afr.com/business/media-and-marketing/hesta-joins-1-4trn-push-for-change-at-social-media-giants-20190417-p51f0d
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Mr Mackenzie also reportedly said that he considered BHP's retail shareholders to be central to the company's 

future strategy, noting that they do not necessarily share superannuation funds' views on climate strategy.   

Mr Mackenzie reportedly told retail shareholders that BHP, like Glencore, had put a hold on further investment 

in its thermal coal business, noting it made up only 3% of the company's revenue.  However, he confirmed that 

the company had no near-term intention of following in Rio Tint's  footsteps and divesting the business. 'Of 

course we don't expect the demand for coal for raising power to grow like the demand for other products, like 

gas and renewables, going forward. But it is a significant part, right now, of the energy mix and likely to remain 

so for several decades to come' he said. 

 [Source: [registration required] The Australian 22/04/2019] 

In Brief | The AFR reports that the outgoing Chair of Australian Super has resisted Australian Council 
of Trade Union (ACTU) demands for the fund to support their industrial relations campaigns.  Reportedly 
Ms Ridout said that trustees make decisions in the best interests of members, not those of 'special 
interests' and as such, 'I would never allow industrial issues to intercede in investment decision-making'  

 [Source: [registration required] The AFR 29/04/2019] 

Other Shareholder News 

Top Story | ACSI calls for targeted corporate governance reforms:  ACSI has released a policy paper 
outlining four targeted measures to improve corporate accountability   

The Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (ACSI) has released a policy paper outlining four 

proposals to update Australia’s corporate governance framework and improve corporate accountability.  ACSI 

states that if implemented in full, the proposed changes 'would encourage boards to ensure that they are 

adequately informed about business issues, properly equipped to oversee management, and prepared to take 

appropriate remedial action when things go wrong'. 

Key Takeaways 

1. ACSI proposes four measures to enhance corporate accountability: a) requiring a binding 

shareholder vote on remuneration policy every 3 years; b) requiring disclosure of CEO pay ratios to 

shareholders; c) introducing annual director elections; and d) permitting non-binding (advisory) 

shareholder resolutions 

2. Time for regulators and parliamentarians to act: In the wake of the Financial Services Royal 

Commission, and given Australia lags its peers in implementing accountability measures of the kind 

proposed, ACSI argues that it's vital that momentum is not lost and has called on regulators and 

parliamentarians to implement the changes  

3. Shadow Treasurer has welcomed the proposed CEO pay disclosure measure, as an endorsement 

of Federal Labor's stated policy 

Proposed Reforms 

1. Introduce a binding vote on remuneration policy every three years to supplement the existing two 

strikes rule. 

2. Disclose CEO pay ratios to shareholders, along with an explanation of how the ratio supports the 

company's values, strategy and culture.  More particularly, ACSI is calling for the introduction of a 

requirement for companies to disclose the ratio of their CEO pay to that of their Australian workers' median 

25th and 75th percentile pay.  Companies should also be required to explain any changes over time, along 

with how those ratios are consistent with the company's values, strategy and culture.   ACSI comments 

that in combination, the two measures (the binding vote on remuneration policy every three years, and the 

disclosure of CEO pay ratios) will ensure investors have greater influence to prevent pay outcomes that 

are inconsistent with their expectations. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I16252120648911e99adcbd49919845d9/View/Basic.html?sp=au-wln-minter&hash=63c69386e2ca7fcebdfad6806dd9d769bbcf137dea96215b72269aaab27ff844&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Alert%2Fv1%2FlistNavigation%2FWestClipNext%2Fi0a361a850000016a471078d6abb6dd86%3FtransitionType%3DAlertsClip%26originationContext%3DSearch%2520Result%26sp%3Dau-wln-minter%26contextData%3D%2528sc.AlertsClip%2529%26rank%3D23%26alertGuid%3Di0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&listSource=Alert&list=WestClipNext&rank=23&originationContext=Search%20Result&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0&alertGuid=i0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&__lrTS=20190422232725765&bhcp=1
https://www.afr.com/business/banking-and-finance/australiansuper-will-resist-actu-interference-20190428-p51hxo
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3. Introduce annual director elections (for directors of listed companies on a 'comply or explain' basis).  

Asking companies to put directors forward for re-election annually in Australia will ensure: a) 'boards are 

the frontline in demonstrating accountability for their companies'; b) 'responsive and timely' feedback on 

director performance by investors; and c) careful consideration by boards and shareholders of each 

individual director's contribution to the board and their effectiveness.  

4. Give shareholders the right to propose non-binding resolutions to company meetings (without the 

need to seek an amendment to a company's constitution), subject to 'appropriate support' ie the existing 

5% or 100 member rule).  The proposed reform would benefit boards by giving them the benefit of investor 

views on a range of matters (on an advisory basis) without 'disrupting the board's role in governing the 

company'.   

[Note: ACSI has previously recommended shareholder resolution reform of this kind in the context of diving 
progress on ESG issues.  See: Governance News  03/11/2017]      

'Targeted' and 'proportionate' response to the issues identified over the course of the Hayne 
Commission 

Commenting on the proposals in the media, ACSI CEO Louise Davidson reportedly observed that the 
measures have already been introduced in other developed markets such as the UK and the US and that 
consequently, Australia has some 'catching up to do' to bring its corporate governance framework into line with 
best practice.  Ms Davidson also said that considers the proposals to be a 'proportionate and targeted 
response' to the issues highlighted by the recent Financial Services Royal Commission.   

ACSI also called on parliamentarians and regulators to implement the proposals 

 'ACSI’s proposals for annual director elections, votes and disclosure on pay, and greater shareholder power 

are important steps…Similar measures have had a positive effect in other markets, making companies more 

accountable to their end investors. We encourage Australian regulators and policymakers to adopt these 

constructive proposals.' 

More to come? 

ACSI has said that the proposed reforms are part of a broader policy agenda which it intends to ahead of its 

annual conference on 8 May. 

 [Sources: ACSI media release 29/04/2019; ACSI policy paper: Towards better corporate accountability 29/04/2019; [registration required] The 

AFR 29/04/2019; Investment Magazine 29/04/2019] 

Superannuation investors back Labor's pay transparency policy?  

In a statement, Shadow Assistant Treasurer Andrew Leigh welcomed ACSI's call for CEO pay ratio disclosure 

noting that the CEO pay proposal is in line with Federal Labor's stated policy position. Mr Leigh said that in 

October 2018, the Federal Labor Party announced that (if elected) it plans to require all listed firms with more 

than 250 employees to report the ratio of their CEO pay to the pay of the median employee.  In addition, firms 

would be encouraged to provide an explanation of their remuneration strategy.  The measure would apply from 

the 2021 financial year to allow the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) time to issue 

appropriate guidance and sufficient time for firms to comply with the new requirements.  

[Source: [accessed via LexisNexis Capital Monitor – registration required] Andrew Leigh MP media release 29/04/2019]  

Pakistan | The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) has released a draft of a new 
corporate governance code for public listed companies for discussion 

The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) has released for discussion, a draft of a new 

corporate governance code for public listed companies for discussion: [Draft] Listed Companies (Code of 

Corporate Governance) Regulations, 2019.   

The proposed effective date is 1 July 2019.  The timeline for the consultation is not specified.   

Some Key Points 

 Overboarding: Limits the maximum number of directorships a director can hold to seven. 

https://www.minterellison.com/articles/acsi-recommends-shareholder-resolution-reform-to-drive-progress-esg-issues
https://www.acsi.org.au/images/stories/ACSIDocuments/MediaReleases/ACSI-releases-roadmap-for-better-corporate-accountability---April-2019.pdf
https://www.acsi.org.au/images/stories/ACSIDocuments/ACSI-Towards-Better-Corporate-Accountability-April-2019.pdf
https://www.afr.com/business/banking-and-finance/acsi-calls-for-directors-to-face-annual-elections-20190428-p51hxc?&et_cid=29176533&et_rid=1927441570&Channel=Email&EmailTypeCode=&LinkName=https%3a%2f%2fwww.afr.com%2fbusiness%2fbanking-and-finance%2facsi-calls-for-directors-to-face-annual-elections-20190428-p51hxc%3f&Email_name=BTB-04-29&Day_Sent=29042019
https://www.investmentmagazine.com.au/2019/04/acsi-australia-lags-major-markets-in-corporate-accountability/?UUID=00328000018OoVBAA0,00328000018OoVBAA0&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=IM%20221&utm_content=IM%20221+CID_394284e106abc87d97157c95ba3a1e71&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Australia%20lags%20behind%20major%20markets%20in%20corporate%20accountability
https://www.capitalmonitor.com.au/Display.aspx?TempLock=mOAqTTXJkqxnAJOIHQmVouEh+VSWoGs+e80lbU7wN8U=
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 Director independence: Mandates that boards must have a minimum of two independent directors (or 

one third of the board) whichever is higher.  The draft Code also mandates that executive directors 

(including the CEO) do not constitute more than one third of the board.   

 Gender diversity: Mandates that at boards must have at least one female director.  The draft Code also 

'encourages' companies to arrange director training for at least one female executive every year from July 

2020, and for at least one heard of department every year from July 2021. 

 Minimum education requirements for directors: The draft Code 'encourages that' by 30 June 2022, all 

directors have acquired prescribed certification under any director training program approved by the SECP.  

Directors with a minimum of 14 years of education and 15 years of experience on the board of a listed 

company are exempt from the requirement.  The Code also requires that companies make arrangements 

to carry out director orientation programs to 'acquaint' directors with applicable regulations and laws.  

 Board responsibilities: The draft Code sets out the responsibilities of the board, including (among others) 

responsibilities to: ensure a formal code of conduct that 'promotes ethical culture in the company' is in 

place, that there are adequate systems and controls in place for identification and 'redressal of grievances 

arising from unethical practices'; and that there are formal mechanisms in place to annually assess board 

and board committee performance.    

 Records of 'significant policies': The draft Code specifies that boards should maintain formal records of 

'significant policies' including when they were last approved and updated and includes a list of 'significant 

policies'.   These include (among others): ESG policies, whistleblowing policies, and 'governance and risk 

internal control measures'. 

 Issues to be put before the board: The draft Code sets out a list of 'significant issues' CEOs are expected 

to put before the board.  These include in addition to various financial risks, reports on 'governance, risk 

management and compliance issues'.  The draft Code states that risks to be considered 'shall include 

reputational risk and shall address risk analysis, risk management and risk communication'.  In addition, 

whistleblowing and environmental, social and governance are among the issues included.   

 Audit: Among other things, the draft Code specifies mandates that all listed companies in the financial 

sector change their external auditors every five years.  The draft Code also specifies that the Chair of the 

audit committee will be an independent director and cannot be the Chair of the board, that the CEO and 

CFO will not attend any meeting of the audit committee except by invitation, and that at least one member 

of the audit committee is 'financially literate'.   

[Source: Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan: Draft Listed Companies (Code of Corporate Governance) Regulations 2019]  

South Korea | A recipe for better AGMs? The Financial Services Commission and the Ministry of Justice 
have jointly announced plans to improve shareholder engagement and participation in annual general 
meetings  

The South Korean Financial Services Commission (FSC) and the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) have jointly 

announced plans to improve shareholder engagement and participation in annual general meetings.   

Proposed measures include: 

 enabling companies to notify shareholders 

about upcoming AGMs via email  

 clarifying that companies are able to offer 

incentives — 'at a level that does not breach 

social norms' — for the purpose of increasing 

voting turnouts/securing quorums at AGMs  

 making electronic voting more convenient for 

shareholders by enabling them to prove their 

identity by using their smart phones or credit 

cards, or using shareholder ID and password 

issued by companies as proof of identity 

 requiring companies to provide shareholders 

with more detailed information about executive 

candidates  eg a record of his/her entire career, 

a work plan by candidates for non-executive 

directors, and reasons for recommendation of 

candidates by the board of directors 

 requiring companies to disclose the actual 

amount of remuneration paid to directors in the 

previous year 

 extending the period for notification of 

convocation, from two weeks to four weeks 

https://www.secp.gov.pk/document/draft-listed-companies-corporate-governance-regulations-2019/?wpdmdl=34618
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prior to the AGM (which will give shareholders 

more time to review items on the AGM agenda) 

 to address the concentration of AGMs being 

held on the same day, the FSC will introduce a 

new clause in the Capital Markets Act that 

limits the number of companies to hold an AGM 

over a certain period of time.  Dates will be 

allocated upon their application for potential 

dates on a first-come, first-serve basis 

 [Source: Financial Services Commission media release [English] 24/04/2019] 

Markets and Exchanges 

In Brief | ASX reportedly launches blockchain test: The AFR reports that 11 early adopters of the ASX's 
planned equities blockchain are set to commence accessing the test site.  The test of ASX distributed 
ledger technology (DLT) is reportedly a significant milestone for the project which is reputed to be the 
world's largest deployment of a private blockchain in financial markets 

 [Source: [registration required] The AFR 29/04/2019] 

Financial Services 

Room to improve: APRA has released its review of the 2013 reforms of the superannuation prudential 
framework and flagged areas in need of 'strengthening'  

The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) has released its review of 2013 reforms of the 

superannuation prudential framework.   

Findings: Overall APRA found that the superannuation prudential framework has met its original objectives 

but that it 'must keep evolving to ensure members’ interests are protected'.  More particularly the review found 

that the framework has been effective in materially lifting industry practices in key areas such as governance, 

risk management and outsourcing but that prudential requirements in other areas including board appointment 

processes, management of conflicts of interest and life insurance in superannuation, could be strengthened. 

As such, the review identified a number of areas where APRA will consider enhancements to the existing 

framework and/or to its supervisory practices.  These include 'proposed enhancements' to the following.   

Summary of proposed changes 

[Note: The proposed changes detailed in Table 2 — Potential enhancements at p 8 of APRA's review document.  

The full text can be accessed via the link at the end of this post, or here.]  

Prudential Standard Proposed changes 

SPS 510 Governance Strengthening the nomination, appointment and removal process of RSE 

licensees 'particularly in relation to' the following. 

 board skills/experience: requiring RSE licensees to have a skills matrix in 

place with additional guidance to be provided on the formulation of this matrix 

and its key elements. 

 board composition:  limiting board tenure to a specified period and other 

enhancements to board renewal processes. 

 board performance assessment process:  'board performance assessment 

processes could be more robust and address the board’s performance in a 

range of areas' eg , delivery of member outcomes and strategy execution.  

'APRA could provide feedback on industry best practice in relation to board 

performance assessment processes'. 

SPS 520 Fit and 

Proper 

 'Detailing more explicitly' the factors to determine the fitness and propriety of 

responsible persons, including their skills and experience. 

http://meng.fsc.go.kr/common/pdfjs/web/viewer.html?file=/upload/press1/20190424140435_c16506f8.pdf
https://www.afr.com/business/banking-and-finance/financial-world-watches-as-asx-launches-blockchain-test-20190429-p51i7r
file:///C:/Users/skhilder/AppData/Local/NRPortbl/ME/SKHILDER/APRA%20Deputy%20Chair%20Helen%20Rowell%20said%20it%20was%20important%20that%20the%20prudential%20framework%20continued%20to%20evolve%20as%20the%20industry%20developed%20and%20regulatory%20priorities%20changed
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Prudential Standard Proposed changes 

 Reviewing notification requirements for individuals that are assessed by RSE 

licensees as not having satisfied fitness and propriety requirements. 

SPS 521 Conflicts of 

Interest 

Strengthening the requirements for managing conflicts of interest, including:  

 improving processes relating to the disclosure of conflicts. 

 requiring RSE licensees to explicitly assess the impact of conflicts of interest 

on member outcomes. 

 introducing a two-stage process for the consideration of conflicts of interest 

(establish interests held, then establish whether those interests give rise to a 

conflict). 

 'other enhancements' to the standard and/or guidance that strengthen or 

clarify expectations for the avoidance, management and/or mitigation of 

conflicts. 

SPS 220 Risk 

Management 

 Harmonising SPS 220 with the equivalent standard that applies to other 

industries (CPS 220) eg by aligning requirements on risk culture and the 

requirement to have an independent risk function and Chief Risk Officer. 

 Strengthening requirements for RSE licensees to consider risks and risk 

appetite in their strategic planning. 

SPS 114 Operational 

Risk Financial 

Requirement 

Reviewing the objectives and operation of the Operational Risk Financial 

Requirement (ORFR) including: 

 refining the percentage of funds under management (FUM) to be held for 

operational risk events to reflect the size and complexity of RSE licensees’ 

business operations. 

 refining the data collection for operational risk loss events or ‘near-misses’ 

to allow analysis of baseline operational risk in the sector. 

 strengthening the way RSE licensees assess operational risk events to 

encourage consideration of risk events other than catastrophic events. 

APRA will also consider developing a broader reserving standard and guide that 

reflect prudent practices around the management of all reserves, including those 

established for operational risk events. 

SPS 231 Outsourcing  Strengthening the standard to ensure considerations relating to outsourcing 

are appropriately reflected in the strategic planning of RSE licensees. 

 Strengthening the requirements for outsourcing to related party and intra-

group entities to ensure conflicts of interest are more effectively avoided, 

managed or minimised 

SPS 232 Business 

Continuity 

Management 

 Expanding the scope of business continuity management to ensure RSE 

licensees consider the impact of events that are not directly connected to the 

business operations of the RSE licensee and the business operations of its 

outsourced service providers, such as material downstream vendors. 

SPS 530 Investment 

Governance 

 Clarifying or strengthening the factors that RSE licensees are required to 

consider for member directed (choice) investment options. 

 Considering additional guidance or requirements to enhance the application 

of investment strategy stress testing. 

 Reviewing and updating the guidance on consideration of environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) factors in formulating investment strategy. 
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Prudential Standard Proposed changes 

SPS 250 Insurance in 

Superannuation 

 Strengthening requirements for the development of appropriately targeted 

insurance arrangements that reflect an RSE licensee’s membership base. 

 Strengthening the requirements for selecting an insurer, including 

consideration of any conflicts. 

Superannuation 

Reporting Standards 

 Reviewing the reporting standards to ensure that the current definitions are 

both suitable and can be interpreted more consistently, the level of materiality 

reflects the purpose for which the data is being collected, and there is 

appropriate coverage of both MySuper and choice products. 

 When new reporting requirements are being considered or are required, 

ensuring there more effective engagement/communication with industry 

during their development and that appropriate consideration is given to the 

different business models that exist across the superannuation industry. 

Work has already commenced: APRA Deputy Chair Helen Rowell said in a statement that APRA is 'already 

taking steps to strengthen the prudential framework in many of the areas highlighted by the review, and we 

will look to make further changes to incorporate its findings as we progress our superannuation policy priorities. 

This will include consideration of measures to address relevant recommendations in the financial services 

Royal Commission report and the report on the Productivity Commission’s superannuation review.' 

[Source: APRA media release 30/04/2019; Information paper: Review of APRA's 2013 superannuation prudential framework 30/04/2019; Investor 

Daily 30/04/2019] 

APRA has announced a four week consultation on revised prudential standard SPS 515 Strategic 
Planning and Member Outcomes following the passage of legislation 

The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) has released for consultation proposed revisions to 

Prudential Standard SPS 515 Strategic Planning and Member Outcomes (SPS 515) following the passage of 

the Treasury Laws Amendment (Improving Accountability and Member Outcomes in Superannuation 

Measures No.1 Bill 2019) (the Act).  Among other things, the Act introduces a legislated 'outcomes assessment'.   

[Note: Prudential Standard SPS 515 was released as part of its Strengthening Member Outcomes package in 

December 2018.  For an overview of the reforms, including SPS 515 see: Governance News 17/12/2018] 

'Substance' of the requirements in SPS 515 is unchanged: APRA is proposing revisions to SPS 515 to 

clarify how the legislated outcomes assessment interacts with APRA’s requirements, and to specify additional 

factors to be addressed in the assessment as provided for in the legislation.  APRA states that 'the overall 

substance of the requirements for RSE licensees in revised SPS 515 are unchanged, however they are 

expressed differently to more clearly delineate APRA’s requirements from those imposed by the Bill'. 

Proposed changes to SPS 515 

The revised SPS 515 requires a Business Performance Review (BPR) to be undertaken as part of an RSE 

licensee’s strategic and business planning process.  APRA states that the BPR reflects the same underlying 

objective as the requirements set out in the version of SPS 515 released in December 2018.   

The BPR requires an RSE licensee to analyse its performance in achieving its strategic objectives having 

regard to: a) its monitoring of its business plan; b) the outcomes achieved for different cohorts of members; 

and c) the results from the legislated outcomes assessment. 

SPS 515 is also being amended to include requirements for the purposes of the legislated outcomes 

assessment, as provided for under the Act.  RSE licensees will be required to: a) document the methodology 

applied in undertaking the legislated outcomes assessment, including how the RSE licensee has determined 

‘comparable choice products’; and b) to separately consider the impact of scale and the operating costs of its 

business operations on the financial interests of members that hold the product. 

https://www.apra.gov.au/post-implementation-review-apras-superannuation-prudential-framework
https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/information_paper_review_of_apras_2013_superannuation_prudential_framework.pdf
https://www.investordaily.com.au/superannuation/44853-apra-report-identifies-superannuation-failings?utm_source=Investor%20Daily&utm_campaign=30_04_2019&utm_medium=email&utm_content=1
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Bills_Legislation/Bills_Search_Results/Result?bId=s1089
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Bills_Legislation/Bills_Search_Results/Result?bId=s1089
https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/sps_515_strategic_planning_and_member_outcomes_december_2018.pdf
https://www.minterellison.com/articles/apra-outcomes-assessment-package-new-prudential-standards-sps515-and-sps200-and-guides
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Timeline unchanged: The deadline for submissions is 29 May 2019.  The new standard is still scheduled to 

commence from 1 January 2020 (which means that the first business performance review is required to be 

undertaken by 31 December 2020).  

[Sources: APRA media release 30/04/2019; Proposed revisions to Prudential Standard SPS 515 Strategic Planning and Member Outcomes; Draft 
Prudential Standard SPS 515 Strategic Planning and Member Outcomes]  

Enabling underperforming superannuation funds to be stripped of their default status is reportedly 
among the proposed reforms the Federal Labor Party plans to implement (if elected)  

The Australian reports that the Federal Labor party has said that if elected it will consider a number of 

superannuation reforms including: 

 reforms to enable underperforming superannuation funds — regardless of whether they are industry funds 

or retail funds — to be stripped of their default status;   

 options to implement the Financial Services Royal Commission Final Report recommendation that 

superannuation savings be 'stapled' to a worker (rather than a superannuation fund), rather than adopt the 

Productivity Commission's proposed 'best in show' list option; 

[Note: The recommendation referenced appears to be Financial Services Royal Commission recommendation 

3.5: One default account which recommends that a person should have only one default account and that to 

that end, 'machinery should be developed for ‘stapling’ a person to a single default account'.  See: Financial 

Services Royal Commission Final Report Volume 1 Recommendation 3.5.  This was also among the 31 

recommendations made by the Productivity Commission in its final report into superannuation released in 

January 2019.  See: Governance News 16/01/2019.  The 'best in show' recommendation referenced above, 

was also one of the recommendations included in the Productivity Commission's Final Report.  The 

recommendation is that a single 'best in show' shortlist of up to ten superannuation products should be 

developed and presented to all members who are new to the workforce (or do not have a superannuation 

account), from which they can choose a product.  The Productivity Commission recommended that the first 

‘best in show’ shortlist should be in place by no later than the end of June 2021. See: Governance News 

16/01/2019] 

 after the 'worst performers' are removed, Labor will also reportedly consider options to 'weed out middling 

performers' ie 'funds that could be serving their members better but are giving them a somewhat 

acceptable level of advice and service' 

The Australian reports that the commitments were made by Labor financial services spokeswoman Clare 

O'Neil in a private presentation to industry leaders.  

[Source: [registration required] The Australian 24/04/2019] 

ASIC has cautioned superfunds that communication concerning the 'protecting your super' reforms 
should be 'helpful and balanced' 

Treasury Laws Amendment (Protecting Your Superannuation Package) Act 2019 received royal assent on 12 

March and associated regulations commenced on 6 April 2019.  The legislation includes a number of reforms 

which are intended to protect against the erosion of superannuation savings through: a) making insurance opt-

in (rather than opt-out) for members whose accounts have been inactive for 16 months; b) enabling the 

Australian Tax Office (ATO) to take proactive steps to consolidate inactive superannuation accounts; c) impose 

fee caps on certain fees for low balance accounts (account balances under $6000); and ban exit fees. 

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) has issued a statement calling on 

superannuation trustees to provide 'helpful and balanced' communications to their members regarding the 

reforms.   

ASIC Commissioner Danielle Press said that ASIC expects said, ‘superannuation trustees to implement the 

changes in a timely manner and communicate responsibly – their communications need to help their members.  

It is not appropriate for trustees to encourage all members to maintain insurance – many members with inactive 

accounts will be better off allowing the insurance to lapse. Similarly, trustees should not be urging all members 

with low-balance accounts to keep their account within the fund as this may not be in the best interests of 

members'.   

https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-consults-updated-member-outcomes-assessment
https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/letter_proposed_revision_to_prudential_standard_sps_515_strategic_planning_and_member_outcomes.pdf
https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/draft_prudential_standard_sps_515_strategic_planning_and_member_outcomes.pdf
https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/draft_prudential_standard_sps_515_strategic_planning_and_member_outcomes.pdf
https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-03/fsrc-volume1.pdf
file:///C:/Users/skhilder/AppData/Local/NRPortbl/ME/SKHILDER/A%20person%20should%20have%20only%20one%20default%20account.%20To%20that%20end,%20machinery%20should%20be%20developed%20for%20‘stapling’%20a%20person%20to%20a%20single%20default%20account
file:///C:/Users/skhilder/AppData/Local/NRPortbl/ME/SKHILDER/A%20person%20should%20have%20only%20one%20default%20account.%20To%20that%20end,%20machinery%20should%20be%20developed%20for%20‘stapling’%20a%20person%20to%20a%20single%20default%20account
https://www.minterellison.com/articles/pc-final-report-superannuation-assessing-efficiency-and-competitiveness-inquiry-report
https://www.minterellison.com/articles/pc-final-report-superannuation-assessing-efficiency-and-competitiveness-inquiry-report
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I7a54963065c411e990ba9d5bd2e87ad5/View/Basic.html?sp=au-wln-minter&hash=fc729f29c7e024c91d73a1f69cd894c4104cbc5be6628735252b64306f731a92&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Alert%2Fv1%2FlistNavigation%2FWestClipNext%2Fi0a361a820000016a4c376f58da5f1173%3FtransitionType%3DAlertsClip%26originationContext%3DSearch%2520Result%26sp%3Dau-wln-minter%26contextData%3D%2528sc.AlertsClip%2529%26rank%3D20%26alertGuid%3Di0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&listSource=Alert&list=WestClipNext&rank=20&originationContext=Search%20Result&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0&alertGuid=i0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&__lrTS=20190423220439810&bhcp=1
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2019A00016
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Ms Press said that ASIC may take action in relation to trustees’ communications regarding the reforms, where 

trustees break the law through misleading communications. 

ASIC has also released consumer information on the reforms on its MoneySmart website. 

The statement from ASIC follows a letter sent to superannuation fund trustees, which 'reinforced' among other 

things, 'that any information provided to members in implementing the changes is balanced and factual, not 

misleading'. 

 [Source: ASIC media release 17/04/2019] 

Update on proposed measures to implement Hayne Recommendation 2.4 (grandfathered commissions): 
Reportedly submissions to Treasury on proposed legislation and regulations to act on recommendation 
2.4 have raised concerns 

The AFR reports that Australian Super's submission to Treasury on draft legislation and regulations to action 

Financial Services Royal Commission Recommendation 2.4 (grandfathered commissions), has raised 

concerns that the proposed reforms would in fact 'entrench' the payments.   

[Note: Consultation on draft legislation to implement Financial Services Royal Commission recommendation 

2.4, Treasury Laws Amendment (Ending Grandfathered Conflicted Remuneration) Bill 2019 closed on 22 

March 2018 (see: Governance News 27/02/2019).  Consultation on draft regulations, supporting the 

implementation of the proposed Bill, closed on 25 April.  See: Governance News 05/04/2019] 

More particularly, Australian Super reportedly objects to the establishment of a scheme under which 'benefits 

that would otherwise have been paid as conflicted remuneration are rebated to affected clients' rather than 

banning the payments, is problematic.  'Allowing conflicted remuneration to continue in regulations supporting 

a Bill designed to end grandfathered conflicted remuneration is disingenuous and arguably misleading to 

Parliament and its constituents' Australian Super reportedly argues.  In addition, the submission reportedly 

says that the 'scheme arrangements are legally imprecise, not at all transparent for affected consumers and 

potentially work against consumers' best interests'.  As such, the submission reportedly concludes that 'they 

are completely at odds with the recommendations of the Hayne royal commission'.   

Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand reportedly raised concerns regarding the proposed start 

date (1 January 2021), arguing that industry is unlikely to be ready by then.   

[Sources: [registration required] The AFR 29/04/2019; [registration required] The Australian 29/04/2019] 

Further consultation required?  The FPA has raised concerns about the impact of AFCA legacy 
complaints rule changes on the cost of professional indemnity insurance for financial planners and has 
suggested that further consideration/investigation is warranted 

The Financial Planning Association of Australia (FPA) has issued a statement raising concerns about the 

Australian Financial Complaints Authority’s (AFCA) proposed legacy complaints rule changes and the potential 

impact they will have on professional indemnity (PI) costs for financial planners.  The FPA also has concerns 

about whether PI policies will cover potential legacy complaints reaching back more than ten years. 

In its submission to AFCA on the proposed rule changes the FPA recommends these issues warrant urgent 

consideration and further investigation by AFCA with the professional indemnity insurance industry. 

[Note: On 19 February 2019, the responsible Minister changed the authorisation conditions for AFCA Limited 

to operate the AFCA scheme. The new conditions require AFCA to deal with complaints about conduct by 

financial firms (who are current members of AFCA) dating back to 1 January 2008. The expanded jurisdiction 

will operate for a period of 12 months from 1 July 2019.  AFCA consulted on proposed changes to the rules 

and operational guidelines and this consultation closed on 12 April.  AFCA has said that it anticipates that the 

revised rules/guidelines will be released in June 2019.  See: AFCA Scheme Amendment Consultation 

19/02/2019] 

FPA CEO, Dante De Gori explained the FPA's concerns regarding the proposed changes as follows: 'The FPA 

has concerns regarding the rules change as proposed in the consultation paper. It is unclear whether the 

consideration of the AFCA Ombudsmen will be based on the law, codes, guidance and good industry practice 

available at the time the conduct occurred, rather than the current standards.  We are concerned about whether 

https://asic.gov.au/about-asic/news-centre/find-a-media-release/2019-releases/19-095mr-asic-warns-trustees-about-protecting-your-super-laws-and-provides-guidance-for-consumers/
https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-03/fsrc-volume1.pdf
https://treasury.gov.au/consultation/c2019-t364682
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=2ahUKEwjd7Y2JtPThAhVHbysKHbESBwsQFjACegQIAxAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.minterellison.com%2F-%2Fmedia%2FMinter-Ellison%2FFiles%2FCommunity-Governance-News%2FGovernance-News-2019-February-27.ashx&usg=AOvVaw0EZKLZjQD4TLb0X_TKFZQW
https://treasury.gov.au/consultation/c2019-t370896
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=2ahUKEwjd7Y2JtPThAhVHbysKHbESBwsQFjAEegQIBBAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.minterellison.com%2F-%2Fmedia%2FMinter-Ellison%2FFiles%2FCommunity-Governance-News%2FGovernance-News-5-April-2019.ashx&usg=AOvVaw3R8jcXStx39259Z1wmtlmv
https://www.afr.com/business/banking-and-finance/huge-loophole-in-law-to-ban-commissions-20190428-p51hx5
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I02bcea1069ab11e9beb69f94bbf25d55/View/Basic.html?sp=au-wln-minter&hash=693c3740f3c8a64c62bb14fb6dfbf4c2aa06171b409384da857e4101b3eecf17&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Alert%2Fv1%2FlistNavigation%2FWestClipNext%2Fi0a36a2a60000016a65faecba1fc4674a%3FtransitionType%3DAlertsClip%26originationContext%3DSearch%2520Result%26sp%3Dau-wln-minter%26contextData%3D%2528sc.AlertsClip%2529%26rank%3D7%26alertGuid%3Di0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&listSource=Alert&list=WestClipNext&rank=7&originationContext=Search%20Result&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0&alertGuid=i0ad0105800000151b145b4c29def4131&__lrTS=20190428225355884&bhcp=1
https://www.afca.org.au/news/consultation/
https://www.afca.org.au/news/consultation/
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professional indemnity policies will cover potential legacy complaints. If PI cover does not extend to legacy 

complaints under the conditions set in the proposed rules change – particularly in relation to the application of 

the 30 June 2019 rules, jurisdiction and monetary limits to legacy complaints – this will have a significant impact 

on the ability of licensees to pay any determinations made by AFCA in relation to legacy complaints.' 

The AFR comments that the FPA's statement follows news that the Association of Independently Owned 

Financial Professionals is looking to raise $1 million from its members to challenge the legality of The Financial 

Services Royal Commission Final Report recommendation to end grandfathered commissions 

(recommendation 2.4).   

[Sources: FPA media release 23/04/2019; [registration required] The AFR 24/04/2019] 

Fingerprints to replace PINs?  

Reportedly bank cards that enable customers to verify payments using their fingerprint rather than their PIN 

are now being trialled by NatWest with 200 customers in Scotland.   

Some Key Points 

 It's suggested that eliminating the need for customers to remember a PIN may assist vulnerable customers, 

be simpler for customers. 

 The fingerprint is only held on the card and not centrally by the bank, with each transaction verified using 

data which is encrypted and stored locally on the card. 

 Reportedly, the cards work with existing contactless and Chip and PIN terminals, meaning vendors do not 

need to update their technology.   

 Dependent on customer feedback, the technology may be rolled out more broadly.   

[Sources: Australian FinTech 30/04/2019; MetroNews 25/04/2019] 

In Brief | Open Banking (possibly) delayed? InnovationAus suggests that the government's failure to 
pass the Consumer Data Right legislation before the Federal election could potentially lead to further 
delays to the rollout of the open banking scheme given that the Federal Labor party has reportedly said 
it intends to amend the legislation 

[Source: InnovationAus 18/04/2019] 

In Brief | Increased competition? APRA has announced it has granted Judo Bank Pty Ltd a licence to 
operate as an authorised deposit-taking institution (ADI) without restrictions under the Banking Act 
1959 

[Source: APRA media release 24/04/2019] 

In Brief | ANZ has released a set of dispute resolution principles to ensure customer complaints and 
legal matters are handled fairly and in line with community expectations.  ANZ states that the principles 
represent a 'small, but important part of ANZ’s response to the Royal Commission into Misconduct in 
the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry' 

[Source: ANZ media release 15/04/2019] 

In Brief | APRA has released a letter to private health insurers providing reporting guidance on travel 
and accommodation benefits and age-based discounts.  The guidance is in response to aspects of the 
reforms announced by the Federal Government in October 2017 that came into effect from 1 April 2019 

[Source: APRA letter to Private Health Insurers 29/04/2019] 

In Brief | Reuters reports that Japanese financial regulator, The Financial Services Agency (FSA) has 
conducted investigations at two cryptocurrency exchanges —  Huobi Japan and Fisco Cryptocurrency 
Exchange — following management changes at both companies, to assess whether appropriate 

https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-03/fsrc-volume1.pdf
https://fpa.com.au/news/fpa-raises-concerns-about-impact-of-afca-legacy-complaints-rule-changes-on-professional-indemnity-market/
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I4cd800c065d311e9868b87a86dab5c76/View/Basic.html?sp=au-wln-minter&hash=eed6f0e58b0f7cc94b4d1ca053d44c15a3f020a3234ab439404a53cc623b6bd5&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Alert%2Fv1%2FlistNavigation%2FWestClipNext%2Fi0a3619a00000016a4c39f10409414336%3FtransitionType%3DAlertsClip%26originationContext%3DSearch%2520Result%26sp%3Dau-wln-minter%26contextData%3D%2528sc.AlertsClip%2529%26rank%3D4%26alertGuid%3Di0a368f0a000001600a19fb5c3ede1e1c&listSource=Alert&list=WestClipNext&rank=4&originationContext=Search%20Result&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0&alertGuid=i0a368f0a000001600a19fb5c3ede1e1c&__lrTS=20190423221141864&bhcp=1
https://australianfintech.com.au/no-more-pin-payments-as-fingerprint-scanning-bank-cards-launch-in-the-uk/
https://metro.co.uk/2019/04/25/no-pin-payments-fingerprint-scanning-bank-cards-launch-uk-9309586/
https://www.innovationaus.com/2019/04/Data-rights-delay-as-laws-stranded
https://www.apra.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/apra-grants-new-authorised-deposit-taking-institution-licence-judo-bank
https://media.anz.com/posts/2019/04/anz-unveils-dispute-resolution-principles-to-ensure-fair-and-rea
https://www.apra.gov.au/sites/default/files/letter_-_reporting_guidance_for_travel_and_accomdoation_benefits_under_hospital_treatment_policies_and_age-based_discounts_-_april_2019.pdf
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measures have been implemented for customer protection and legal compliance (including compliance 
with anti-money laundering requirements)  

[Source: Reuters 23/04/2019] 

Accounting and Audit 

United Kingdom | No structural split recommendation: The CMA's Final Report into competition in the 
UK Audit Market makes four recommendations to address the lack of competition in the sector, 
including the 'operational split' of the big four accounting firms' audit work 

The UK Competition and Markets Authority has released its final report following the completion of its market 

study into the audit sector (see: Governance News 15/10/2019).  The review includes four recommendations 

to address lack of competition in the audit market.   

The recommendations are intended to:  

1. increase the effectiveness of audit committees across the FTSE350, ensuring that the selection and 

oversight of auditors is focused on quality (scepticism and challenge) as well as technical expertise   

2. increase 'long-run resilience and choice in the market' to achieve a position where more than the Big Four 

firms can and do audit the UK's biggest companies  

3. address issues caused by the Big Four firms' combined audit/non audit service structures  

Four Recommendations 

The recommendations are as follows. 

1. Increased audit committee scrutiny  

 Audit committees should come under 

greater scrutiny by the new regulator, ie 

that Audit, Reporting and Governance 

Authority (ARGA) which will replace the 

Financial Reporting Council (FRC).  This 

may include ensuring that committees 

report their decisions as they hire and 

supervise auditors, and that the regulator 

issues public reprimands to companies 

whose committees fall short of adequate 

scrutiny of their auditors. 

2. Operational split of the big four's audit work 

 The report found that 'auditors should 

focus exclusively on producing the most 

challenging and objective audits'.   

 However, given the difficulties with 

implementing an immediate global 

structural split, the CMA recommends an 

operational split of the Big Four’s (Ernst 

and Young, Deloitte, KPMG and 

PricewaterhouseCoopers) UK audit work.   

 If this does not deliver the anticipated 

benefits, the case for a structural split 

should be revisited.  

3. More choice to increase resilience: 

mandatory joint audit 

 To drive up audit quality (by increasing the 

capacity of 'challenger firms') and increase 

choice in the market, the CMA recommends 

mandatory joint audit  

 Challenger firms should work alongside the Big 

four in these joint audits and should be jointly 

liable for the results 

 The joint audit requirement should remain in 

place until the regulator determines that choice 

and competition have improved enough to 

address the vulnerability of the market to the 

loss of one of the Big Four 

4. A five year review of progress by the new 

regulator  

 The new regulator, the ARGA, should review 

the effects of these changes periodically, in the 

first instance 5 years from full implementation. 

This should consider in particular: a) the merits 

of moving to independent appointment for 

auditors; b) whether to go beyond the 

operational split already proposed; and c) how 

to fine-tune the joint audit remedy to adapt to 

market developments. 

Next steps: The government has committed to responding to CMA market study recommendations within 90 

days. The CMA normally publishes such responses on its website. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-cryptocurrency/japan-probes-two-cryptocurrency-exchanges-after-management-changes-sources-idUSKCN1RZ0R0?rpc=401&
https://www.minterellison.com/articles/uk-audit-sector-review-cma-review-frc-program-of-reviews
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Context: The CMA states that it has taken account of the other reviews of the audit market, including Sir John 

Kingman’s report on the sector regulator, the UK government’s consultation on his work and Sir Donald 

Brydon’s review of the quality and effectiveness of audit.  It has also taken into account the recommendations 

made by the BEIS Select Committee in its review of the audit market. 

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales' (ICAEW's) response 

ICAEW CEO Michael Izza, said though supportive of the CMA's focus on reinforcing the independence of 

auditors, the ICAEW is concerned that some of the proposed measures could prove 'counterproductive, 

pushing up costs for businesses and consumers while doing little to improve quality or increase choice'.  

In particular, Mr Izza questioned whether mandatory joint audit (with joint liability) will have the anticipated 

benefits, suggesting instead that the measure 'looks like a very complex intervention, and there is a high risk 

that it could both drive out incumbents and discourage new entrants. We have long argued that a segmented 

market share cap would be a better and faster way of extending competition'.  

Mr Izza added that the report 'does contain a number of other ideas which are realistic and pragmatic, and do 

go to the heart of rebuilding trust in audit' but was not specific.  He said that the ICAEW looks forward to 

working with all parties to 'produce effective recommendations for regulation and legislation which will ensure 

that audit meets the future needs of the British economy and wider society.' 

Market response? 

Reportedly there is general agreement that audit quality and competition in the marketplace do need to improve.  

However, the response to some recommendations has been mixed. 

 Joint audit recommendation: Reportedly the proposed mandatory joint audit recommendation has been 

questioned by the sector.  For example, Ernst and Young, KPMG and the Investment Association have 

reportedly questioned whether the proposal will deliver the intended benefits.  However, Crown and 

Mazars (two challenger firms) have reportedly welcomed the proposal.  

 Operational split recommendation: Reportedly EY is opposed to the proposal that the big four should 

have to separate their audit arms from the rest of their business.  Ernst and Young is quoted in The WSJ 

as stating: 'We believe this would undermine audit quality by reducing our ability to draw on critical skills, 

capabilities and investment and diminish the resilience of the audit business.'  Deloitte and PwC have 

reportedly said they will be taking time to read through the CMA’s report before making comment. 

The reforms don't go far enough/are unlikely to be effective? 

The FT reports that the recommendations have been questioned by industry commentators.  Professor Atul 

Shah argues that the proposed changes are inadequate to address the issue identified because they avoid 

'tackling directly the monopoly power of the Big Four and the urgent need to break them up to preserve 

competition and independence'.  Among other things, Professor Shah argues that the operational split is 

unlikely to deliver benefits given 'Chinese walls' in banking have proven ineffective, 'why would  we still believe 

they can and will work here'?  Similarly, The Guardian characterises the proposals as 'timid' and unlikely to be 

effective in achieving their stated objectives. 

[Sources: Statutory audit services market study: Final Report 18/04/2019; Final Summary Report 18/04/2019; Competition and Markets Authority 
media release 18/04/2019; [registration required] The WSJ 18/04/2019; [registration required] The FT 19/04/2019; The Guardian 21/04/2019; 
ICAEW 18/04/2019; 18/04/2019; Accountancy Age 18/04/2019; [registration required] The AFR 23/04/2019] 

Risk Management 

Climate Risk 

Top Story | AICD H1 2019 Director Sentiment Index released: Climate change is a key concern for 
Australian directors 

The Australian Institute of Company Directors (AICD) has released its first bi-annual Director Sentiment Index 

for 2019: Director Sentiment Index H1 2019.  The report is a survey of AICD member opinions and future 

intentions on a range of issues including the economy, government policy and governance regulations.   

A high level overview of some of the key findings is below. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5cb7855d40f0b649e47f2972/CMA_final_audit_market_report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5cb74577e5274a7416b64f01/final_summary_report.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cma-recommends-shake-up-of-uk-audit-market
https://www.wsj.com/articles/regulators-propose-sweeping-changes-to-u-k-audit-industry-11555542060?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=5
https://www.ft.com/content/c9c4bf50-61d3-11e9-9300-0becfc937c37
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/apr/21/cma-audit-competition-report-tyrie-carillion
https://economia.icaew.com/news/april-2019/cma-proposes-radical-reshaping-of-uk-audit
https://economia.icaew.com/news/april-2019/mixed-response-to-cma-proposals
https://www.accountancyage.com/2019/04/18/the-cma-has-released-its-final-report-into-the-future-of-the-audit-market/?utm_source=accountancy-age&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=aa-daily-dose&utm_content=2019-04-18-today-cma-report-audit-independence-cyber-security-accounting-standards&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1RZeFkyWTRPV1pqTm1RNCIsInQiOiJySThyQTZ2NGdVS0l5TEFLbUtnTmhZTzMwR3hQc0ZzNjJNT25XOWlkR0xnV0RBZmNWc29ESlBuWFcrWkV5RWc1cWEzTEU0Uk9ma3BOOXdxQ0U4YVBSc0JFMUZBc0FqcEZMRzZ6RExFaWp0QmJHN2pOUWFKN2xOY1lzNk00cjBGaSJ9
https://www.afr.com/business/accounting/big-four-forced-to-split-uk-consulting-auditing-arms-20190423-p51gh5?&et_cid=29175547&et_rid=1927441570&Channel=Email&EmailTypeCode=&LinkName=https%3a%2f%2fwww.afr.com%2fbusiness%2faccounting%2fbig-four-forced-to-split-uk-consulting-auditing-arms-20190423-p51gh5%3f&Email_name=BTB-04-24&Day_Sent=24042019
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[Note: For a summary of the H2 2018 survey results see: Governance News 26/10/2019]  

Key Takeaways 

1. Overall, director confidence has fallen to its lowest level in over two years, with overall director 

sentiment falling 21 points to minus 16.9 over the last six months. The AICD attributes this primarily to 

a fall in confidence about the health of the Australian, Asian, US and European economies over the next 

12 months 

2. Climate risk and energy policy emerged as key director concerns with directors nominating climate 

change as the number one long-term and number two short-term issue for the incoming federal 

government to address 

3. Cultural Change us a focus for the majority of Australian boards: 91% of directors said their board 

is trying to effect cultural change within their organisation (as compared with 89% of directors in H2 

2018). 

Some Key Points 

Climate change has emerged as a key a priority for directors 

 'Awake at night' issues? Consistent with previous surveys (H1 2018 and H2 2018), sustainability and 

long term growth prospects continue to be the main issue that keeps directors 'awake at night'.  Other 

concerns include: changing business models, legal and regulatory compliance, corporate culture and data 

security.   

 Climate change ranks is the third main economic challenge currently facing Australian business 

behind, global economic uncertainty and China's outlook.   

 (Suggested) top priorities for the government? 

- Climate Change, energy policy and taxation reform are the top priorities for the Federal 

government to address in the short term.  The importance of climate change has increased 

significantly since the last survey (12 points on H2 2018). 

- Climate Change was ranked as the top long term priority for the federal government to address 

in the long term, consistent with H2 2018.  This was followed by infrastructure, an aging population, 

energy policy and taxation reform. 

Community expectation that the incoming Federal government will articulate a clear response to 

climate risk? The SMH quotes AICD CEO Angus Armour as commenting that the findings demonstrate there 

is a 'great deal of convergence' around climate risk across all sectors and called for the incoming Federal 

government to deliver certainty on the issue.  Mr Armour reportedly said, 'We’ve reached a point where a 

second-best option that was agreed on a bipartisan basis, that would carry forward the next five or 10 years, 

would still be better than no policy certainty at all.' 

Regulation 

 'Red tape' is expected to increase: Directors continue to feel pessimistic regarding the level of 'red-tape' 

in the next 12 months, with 59% expecting it to increase (as compared with 51% in H2 2018 and 42% in 

H1 2018). 78% of directors identify corporate reporting requirements as the aspect of their business most 

affected by 'red tape' (as compared with 77% of directors in H2 2018 and 78% in H1 2018).  This was 

followed by workplace health/safety and preparing/paying taxes.   

 Directors are even less willing (as compared with H2 2018) to continue on boards/accept new board 

appointments: According to the survey, directors continue to feel pessimistic about the impact of 

legislation on director liability in H1 2019.   

- 35% of directors feel that it has negatively affected their business decision making (as compared 

with 33% in H2 2018) 

- 43% feel it has negatively affected their willingness to continue on a board (as compared with 40% 

in H2 2018)  

https://www.minterellison.com/articles/aicd-h2-director-sentiment-survey-2018
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- 52% feel it has negative affected their willingness to accept new board appointments (as compared 

with 51% in H2 2018).   

Culture 

 Cultural change is a focus for the majority of boards: 91% of directors believe their board is trying to 

effect cultural change within their organisation (as compared with 89% of directors in H2 2018).  36% said 

that their board was making a 'substantial effort' to effect cultural change within their organisation. 

 Australian boards have a risk-adverse decision making culture: 70% of directors perceive there to be 

a risk averse decision making culture on Australian boards (as compared with 69% of directors in H2 

2018).  30% of directors attribute this to excessive focus on compliance over performance, followed by 

pressure from shareholders for short terms returns (21%) and lack of genuine diversity in the board room 

(13%).   

 The top three steps for boards to take to rebuild/regain trust were identified as: demonstrating respect 

for customers/clients/communities (53%, up from 52% in H2 2018), trustworthiness of leadership (44% 

slightly down from 48% in H2 2018) and improving corporate culture (42% slightly down from 43% in H2 

2018).  Increased 'genuine' stakeholder engagement (33%), and greater accountability in cases of 

misconduct (35%) were also identified as important steps. 

Board diversity 

 Consistent with the results of the H1 2018 and H2 2018 surveys, skills diversity remains a priority 

for boards: The effort made to increase the diversity of skills in board membership was more or less stable 

in H1 2019 with 72% of directors stating that their business is actively seeking to improve skills diversity 

(as compared with 74% of directors in H2 2018).  52% of directors said that their board is actively trying to 

increase gender diversity (as compared with 53% in H2 2018).   

Economic outlook 

 Director confidence levels: Overall, director confidence has fallen to its lowest level in over two years, 

with overall director sentiment falling 21 points to minus 16.9 over the last six months. The AICD attributes 

this in the main to a fall in confidence about the health of the Australian, Asian, US and European 

economies over the next 12 months. 

 Outlook for the Australian economy: Directors are pessimistic about the Australian economy as 

compared with the second half of 2018: 

- 23% perceive the economy to be strong and 31% perceive it to be weak at present (as compared 

with 39% perceiving the economy to be strong in H2 2018).   

- The outlook for the next 12 months is also negative.  50% of directors expect the economy to be 

weak over the next 12 months (an increase on H2 2018 where 30% expected it to be strong over 

the next 12 month period).   

 Outlook at state level: NSW, VIC and ACT directors are the most optimistic about the health of their state 

economy at present.  NSW directors were the most optimistic with 50% viewing the NSW economy as 

either very strong (7%) or strong (43%).  QLD directors were the most pessimistic with 53% viewing the 

health of the QLD economy as very weak (14%) or weak (39%).  Directors across all states and territory 

are less optimistic than they were in H2 2018.   

 Global outlook: Directors are less optimistic about the health of major global economies over the next 12 

months as compared with the second half of 2018.  The European economy is viewed the least favourably 

with 62% viewing it to be weak/very weak.  The Asian economy is viewed the most favourably with 36% 

viewing it as strong/very strong.   

 The key economic challenge facing Australian business in H1 2019 was identified as global economic 

uncertainty followed by China's outlook and climate change.  Energy policy was ranked fourth and low 

productivity growth ranked fifth.  By comparison, in H2 2018 rising global protectionism was ranked the 

primary challenge (this slipped to 11th place in H1 2019).   
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 Business growth: Directors' optimism regarding past and future business growth has decreased since 

last year.  Less than half (44%) of directors now expect their business to grow in the coming year as 

compared with 53% in H2 2018.   

About the survey: The survey was conducted with 927 AICD members over the period 28 February to 14 

March 2019.    

[Sources: AICD media release 18/04/2019; Summary report; Full report: AICD Directors sentiment index: research findings first half 2019; The 
SMH 18/04/2019] 

A global coalition of central banks, the Network for Greening the Financial System, has called on all 
financial actors (including central banks and supervisors) to take urgent action to implement measures 
to ensure a smooth transition to a low carbon economy  

A group of the 34 central banks and supervisors — the Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) — 

recently released a report entitled: 'A call for action — climate change as a source of financial risk'.   The report 

aims to translate commitments to act on climate-related financial risks into concrete actions and includes four 

recommendations to assist central banks, supervisors and the financial community to make a smooth transition 

to a low-carbon economy.   

The recommendations are: 

1. Integration of the monitoring of climate-related financial risks into day-to-day supervisory work, 

financial stability monitoring and board risk management: 

 Supervisors are encouraged to set expectations to ensure financial firms are adequately 

addressing the financial risks from climate change, including by conducting scenario analysis to 

assess their strategic resilience to climate change policy.  

 Firms are encouraged to take a long-term, strategic approach to the consideration of these risks, 

and to embed them into their business-as-usual governance and risk-management frameworks. 

2. Lead by example, specifically central banks are encouraged to integrate sustainability into their own 

portfolio management. 

3. Collaborate to bridge the data gaps to enhance the assessment of climate-related risks. Public 

authorities should share and if possible make publicly available any climate-risk data. 

4. Build in-house capacity and share knowledge with other stakeholders on management of climate-

related financial risks. An important element to achieving effective consideration of climate risks across 

the financial system is to support internal and external collaboration. 

The release of the report was accompanied by a joint letter from the Governor of the Bank of England Mark 

Carney, Governor of Banque de France François Villeroy de Galhau and NFGS Chair Frank Elderson calling 

on all actors in the financial system to take urgent action to implement the recommendations.  'We recognise 

that the challenges we face are unprecedented, urgent and analytically difficult. The stakes are undoubtedly 

high, but the commitment of all actors in the financial system to act on these recommendations will help avoid 

a climate-driven “Minsky moment” – the term we use to refer to a sudden collapse in asset prices.  As long as 

temperatures and sea levels continue to rise and with them climate-related financial risks, central banks, 

supervisors and financial institutions will continue to raise the bar to address these climate-related risks and 

to “green” the financial system…climate change is a global problem, which requires global solutions, in which 

the whole financial sector has a crucial role to play' the letter states. 

Separately, the Bank of England has released a statement committing to disclose how financial risks from 

climate change are managed across its entire operations in its 2019/2020 annual report, in line with the NFGS 

recommendation that central banks lead by example. 

 [Sources: Fortune 26/04/2019; Open Letter on Climate Related Financial Risks: Joint Letter from the Governance of the Bank of England Mark 

Carney, Governor of Banque de France Francois Villeroy de Galhau and Chair of NSGS Frank Elderson 17/04/2019; Network for Greening the 

Financial System media release 17/04/2019; NGFS First comprehensive report 17/04/2019; NGFS Executive Summary First Comprehensive 

Report 17/04/2019; Bank of England media release 17/04/2019] 

http://aicd.companydirectors.com.au/advocacy/research/director-sentiment-index-first-half-2019
http://aicd.companydirectors.com.au/-/media/cd2/resources/advocacy/research/pdf/07142-1-2-adv-advocacy-dsi-first-half-april-19-report-a4-8pg-v4.ashx
http://aicd.companydirectors.com.au/-/media/cd2/resources/advocacy/research/pdf/dsi-first-half-full-report-2019-final.ashx
https://www.smh.com.au/federal-election-2019/company-directors-urge-very-clear-action-on-climate-energy-policies-20190416-p51ero.html
http://fortune.com/2019/04/26/climate-change-central-banks/?utm_source=fortune.com&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=term-sheet&utm_content=2019042614pm
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2019/april/open-letter-on-climate-related-financial-risks
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2019/april/open-letter-on-climate-related-financial-risks
https://www.banque-france.fr/en/communique-de-presse/ngfs-calls-action-central-banks-supervisors-and-all-relevant-stakeholders-greening-financial-system
https://www.banque-france.fr/sites/default/files/media/2019/04/17/ngfs_first_comprehensive_report_-_17042019_0.pdf
https://www.banque-france.fr/sites/default/files/media/2019/04/17/synthese_ngfs-2019_-_17042019_0.pdf
https://www.banque-france.fr/sites/default/files/media/2019/04/17/synthese_ngfs-2019_-_17042019_0.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2019/april/boe-to-disclose-assessment-of-how-it-manages-climate-related-financial-risk
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How can the gap between stated intentions and concrete actions on sustainability issues best be 
addressed?  Writing in Harvard Business Review, INSEAD researches outline suggested strategies to 
persuade directors to act  

Writing in Harvard Business Review, INSEAD researchers outline the findings of their research into board 

attitudes towards sustainability issues.   Based on interviews with European directors, they found that there 

are a wide range of and overall and that overall there is a 'gap between aspiration and action'.  Given the rising 

importance of these issues in the eyes of the community they argue, this needs to change:  'it is 'only a matter 

of time before board directors find that bridging the gap between aspirations and action is a requirement of 

fiduciary duty, with all the attendant obligations and liabilities' they argue.  Taking this as their starting point, 

they outline a range of strategies to engage directors on these issues.   

Generally directors fall into five behavioural archetypes 

 Based on their interviews with European 

directors, the researchers found that board 

members hold a range of views on the importance of 

sustainability issues and a correspondingly wide 

range of views on whether their organisation is doing 

enough to address the associated 

risks/opportunities.  

 In addition, the researchers found that though 

there is a tendency for directors with similar views to 

gravitate towards the same companies, many 

directors are on boards where a range of views are 

represented.  

 Generally, directors' views into five categories 

or behavioural archetypes: 1) Deniers; 2) Hardheads; 

3) The superficial; and 5) the complacent.   

Suggested strategies to engage directors (and persuade them to act) on these issues 

Behavioural 

Archetype 

Characteristics  Suggested method of engagement 

Deniers  view sustainability as nothing more than a 

buzzword or a fad 

 denial/hostility to sustainability issues may 

not be immediately apparent as it is 'largely 

unacceptable' today.  Where deniers are a 

'dominant force' on a board then 

sustainability issues will tend to given short 

shrift in annual reports/sustainability 

concerns will be notable for their absence    

 Deniers may also be adept at using PR or 

corporate communications to 'greenwash' 

their message ie to overstate environmental 

benefits/understate environmental damage. 

 frame sustainability conversations in 

terms of business risk/benefit ie 

through specific, concrete concepts 

such as cost reduction, business 

opportunity, consumer demand, risk 

exposure as opposed to broader 

concepts such as saving the planet, 

the good of future generations 

 speaking to deniers one-on-one, 

rather than in the context of a bigger 

meeting where they may feel under 

attack/ambushed 

 choosing an opportune moment — 

'never raise the issue in times of 

crisis' 

Hardheads  consider sustainability to the extent that it is 

as a relevant factor affecting their business 

eg how can costs be minimised? 

 may use complex ethical considerations to 

excuse/justify their lack of action eg who are 

we to say rainforests should be preserved 

 advisable to frame conversations in 

their own terms ie a business risk 

(as is the case when engaging with 

deniers) 

 consider encouraging them to drive 

their company to 'be the best in 

True Believers

Complacent

Deniers

Hardheads

The superficial
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Behavioural 

Archetype 

Characteristics  Suggested method of engagement 

when the prosperity of the local people 

comes from palm oil? 

class' or to choose a more ethically 

acceptable route that’s not too far 

from existing practice eg appointing 

a dedicated sustainability director 

 look for a quick win ie start with 

areas where the business case is 

strong and results are tangible 

Superficial  have a 'shallow' understanding of the need 

for sustainability, and are more concerned 

with being seen to do the right thing than with 

actually doing it   

 tend to 'pass the buck' rather than take action 

themselves 

 the researchers found that the 'worst' boards 

of this kind implicitly promote greenwashing. 

'By talking the talk, they encourage 

executives to do the same and fail to give the 

strategic framework executives need to take 

real action'. 

 'play to their good intentions' by 

making specific, positive 

suggestions on how to translate 

intentions into action eg advocate 

for the creation of a dedicated 

sustainability committee which can  

talk through the issues and suggest 

concrete actions for the whole board 

to ratify 

Complacent  this group may have been early adopters of 

initiatives such as CSR reports or green 

product lines 

 they have not kept up to date with 

developments 

 directors in this category use past 

sustainability triumphs to shut down the 

conversation about sustainability.   They 

consider that because they have 'good' 

processes/policies in place, there is no more 

work to be done 

 acknowledge past successes while 

highlighting current shortfalls 

 seek out like-minded directors and 

create coalitions 

 try to move the debate forward by 

focusing on small actions, rather 

than a wholesale strategic review 

True 

believer 

 deep understanding of sustainability and its 

link with long-term growth 

 their starting point is always: 'Are our 

products and business models future-proof?'  

 consider the long-term economic viability of 

their organisation is closely linked and 

dependent on social and environmental 

responsibility 

 consider sustainability issues to be closely 

linked to basic questions of company 

purpose, core product offerings, business 

models and innovation 

 companies with true believer boards are 

likely to have: sustainable products; ethical 

supply chains; employment practices that 

exceed the regulatory minimum; a board 

'expertise matrix' that includes corporate 

 True believers need to consider not 

only how best to engage with other 

board members but also not to get 

too carried away in advancing 

attention to sustainability relative to 

the economic constraints, albeit 

from a long-term perspective. 
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Behavioural 

Archetype 

Characteristics  Suggested method of engagement 

social responsibility (CSR); sustainability as 

a criterion for recruiting and remunerating 

senior executives; energy-neutral facilities 

and low-carbon operations; and a strong 

commitment to integrating sustainability into 

research and development and innovation. 

 [Source: [registration required] Harvard Business Review 19/04/2019] 

Westpac committed to 100% renewables by 2025  

Westpac has announced it will become a member of RE100, a global initiative led by the Climate Group in 

partnership with CDP whose members commit to go 100% renewable.  Westpac has committed to source the 

equivalent of 100% of its global electricity consumption through renewable sources by 2025.  

[Note: RE100 launched in Australia at the end of 2018.  See: RE100 media release 25/10/2018; Governance 

News 26/10/2018.  For a list of RE100 signatories click here.]  

[Source: Westpac media release 17/04/2019] 

The majority of Australians support action on climate change according to an Australia Institute survey 

The Australia Institute surveyed a nationally representative sample of 1,536 Australians about their attitudes 

to climate change.  The survey found that here is support for a wide range of climate policies and broad 

agreement that climate change is serious and can and should be addressed.  Support was present across 

Australia rather than being focussed on particular states. 

Some Key Points 

 Almost six in 10 respondents agreed that Australia is facing a climate change emergency and 

should take emergency action (58%).  Agreement was highest in Victoria (60% of respondents agreed 

this is the case).  

 Support for transition to renewables: Two in three survey respondents (68%) supported a rapid 

transition to 100% renewable energy, including a majority of each major party’s voters.  Support was 

highest in WA (72%) followed by NSW (68%).  Three in five survey respondents supported a national 

program to switch to an electrically charged transport system (62%) 

 Support for research: Three in five survey respondents supported a large publicly funded research 

program into zero carbon industry and agriculture (63%) 

 Support for no new coal mines and no exploration of new coal, oil or gas deposits: Half of 

Australians supported no new coal mines constructed (53%) and no new exploration for new deposits of 

coal, oil or gas (49%).   

- 50% of QLD respondents, 54% of WA respondents, and 55% of NSW respondents do not support 

new coal mines 

- Support for no new exploration for new deposits of coal, gas or oil is highest in NSW (52%), and 

somewhat lower in Western Australia (48%), Victoria (47%) and Queensland (45%) 

 Government action is required: Seven in ten respondents (69%) agreed that strong government action 

is needed to rapidly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and transform Australia’s economy to one that is 

zero-carbon.  Only 16% of respondents disagreed. Two in three Western Australians agreed (65%) which 

is four times higher than the portion from WA who disagreed (14%) 

 Those against climate action are in the minority: 

https://hbr.org/2019/04/how-board-members-really-feel-about-esg-from-deniers-to-true-believers?utm_campaign=E%26C%20Pulse%20Newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=72006104&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9nK5W8LutyXh-E1SUEvj4r8PrfhYqcwa32UTEStnY0UyHGsuLGTXqGEmIyLjBRdhbBS1InTreOqfykViN8EB27NMKPo0P3cSGMN600e_-sEJpMyBY&_hsmi=72005791
http://there100.org/re100
http://there100.org/re100
http://there100.org/news/14282924
https://www.minterellison.com/articles/aicd-h2-director-sentiment-survey-2018
http://there100.org/companies
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/media/media-releases/2019/17-april/
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- Three in 10 respondents (30%) agreed that strong action on climate change would leave us worse 

off.  Half of respondents (50%) disagreed that strong action on climate change would leave us 

worse off.  Disagreement was highest in Queensland (55%) 

- Fewer than three in 10 respondents (28%) agreed that what Australia does on climate change will 

make no difference.  Six in 10 respondents (59%) disagreed that what Australia does on climate 

change will make no difference.  Disagreement was highest in Queensland (60%) and Victoria 

(59%) 

[Source: [accessed via subscription service Capital Monitor]  The Australia Institute media release April 2019] 

In Brief | In the absence of government action, The AFR reports that some Australian companies are 
setting their own carbon price as a means of future-proofing their businesses against 'inevitable' policy 
change 

[Source: [registration required] The AFR 30/04/2019] 

In Brief | 'Irresponsible' on climate issues: The BBC reports that climate change activist Greta Thunberg 
met with UK members of parliament and described the UK's response to climate change as 'beyond 
absurd'. She reportedly criticised the country for supporting new exploitation of fossil fuels and said 
the cuts to carbon emissions have been exaggerated.   'You don't listen to the science because you are 
only interested in the answers that will allow you to carry on as if nothing has happened' Ms Thunberg 
is quoted as stating 

 [Source: The BBC 23/04/2019] 

Other Developments 

In Brief | The answer to the skills shortage?  Harvard Business Review reports that a new study has 
found that though executives tend to be pessimistic about their employees' ability to acquire necessary 
new capabilities, employees are in fact keen to learn new skills.  By creating a learning culture; engaging 
employees in the transition instead of shepherding them through it; developing an internal talent 
pipeline for the entire workforce; and collaborating with outside partners to build the right skills in the 
labour pools it hires from, companies can tap into this existing talent reserve 

[Source: Harvard Business Review May-June 2019 Issue]  

file:///C:/Users/skhilder/AppData/Local/NRPortbl/ME/SKHILDER/AICD%20H1%202019%20Director%20Sentiment%20Index:%20calls%20for%20the%20government%20to%20provide%20clear%20guidance%20on%20climate
https://www.afr.com/news/policy/climate/the-shadow-carbon-price-companies-are-already-paying-20190424-p51gyc
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-48017083
https://hbr.org/2019/05/your-workforce-is-more-adaptable-than-you-think?utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&utm_campaign=hbr&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9qT1uHsPpdYWw32WAMotQFek0g497R8cTAj03gAaMfj1h-v08bhlOWcXBPSngEkTE28Q4j7aG9aDjxk0-JctRlP7RVLBah2J6DnNpXCbYj2cG55-Q&_hsmi=72094092

